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OUR VISION

CONNECT

Vision
To be recognized by communities,
businesses and regulators as a
world leader in the provision of
sewerage services by 2020

Mission

Our Values
Safety: We endeavor to ensure a safer
workplace, prevent harm, and protect
both the environment and public health.
We promote the wellbeing of both our
employees and stakeholders
Collaboration & Innovation: We
collaborate with our internal and external
stakeholders to achieve mutual goals
and we seek continuous improvement of
systems, processes, ideas and technological
developments
Expertise & Service: We recognize the
importance of business experience and
knowledge and ensure that training
is planned to keep in touch with
development. We will protect public health
and the environment whilst delivering top
quality service to customers
Accountability: We expect all colleagues
to be accountable for their own actions
and decisions and to accept their own
responsibilities.

To achieve excellence in the
provision of high quality, cost
effective, safe and environmentally
compliant sewerage services in the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi
Board Chairman

CONNECT

The Year of Zayed
Zayed the pioneer of giving, the Leader, the
teacher, the loving, the founder, the one with
thoughts of no limits who strategized the
future of a nation on the golden sand of the
desert. Zayed who challenged everyone to
change the desert into a modern city with
tall buildings and skyscrapers. Zayed is the
one who invited all the other emirates to be
a union and come together to be strong and
united.
First of all we thank Allah and second we
thank the Late H.H Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan
Al Nahyan for his wise leadership that made
possible for us to live in peace and prosperity.
Zayed planted the seed and we are gaining
the fruits, he who led his men and strived
to create a state of well-being and cared for
Emiratis to have the best education, hospitals,
services and facilities. He looked at the whole
nation as one, and took care of us and did his
best to secure our future.
The UAE has become on a global level and
surpassed many countries that existed before
us and all this is a result of his great efforts
and strive.
The year 2018 will be the 100th year since
the birth date of H.H Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan
Al Nahyan –May Allah bless his soul-. Thus,

H.H Sheikh Khalifah bin Sultan announced
year 2018 to be (Year of Zayed).
H.H Sheikh Zayed was not only the leader
of the Emirates but he was the father of the
land and the nation, he raised the Emirates
to be on top.
The year of giving followed by the year of
Zayed are both connected to his highness.
Even though he is gone, his kindness and
giving has reached everyone. H.H Sheikh
Zayed resembles the goodness, wisdom and
tenderness, he is a river that will never stop
flowing. This year will be exceptional for new
generations to know Zayed the wise who
planted in us the love of giving and attached
it to our country, this legacy with all his great
accomplishments will be forever.
The year 2018 is dedicated to commemorate
our wise leader as one of the greatest leaders
in the history and his most influential
achievements. As well as to highlight his role in
building and creating the union of the United
Arab Emirates and the accomplishments on
national and international level.

H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi
Board Chairman
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MD'S MESSAGE

The Importance of Good Support
One of the many things that we
take for granted in our working life
is the hard work and support of our
colleagues who work away every day
ensuring that our company continues
to progress and that our staff welfare
is managed.
Many of us are technical and look
forward to the daily challenges of
managing and developing the service
at the sharp end where the problems
arise. It is easy to forget that in
ADSSC we only function because
we are a much wider team with
experience and skills which go far
beyond technical aspects.
In this edition I would like to express
my appreciation to my colleagues
in these areas of our business
which form the heartbeat of the
organization. One of these areas
is our Finance Department, they
make many transfers, payments and
monthly reports which are a vital
part of our company management.
We have always taken pride in how
quickly we pay our stakeholders and
rarely a day passes when I do not
have numerous payments to sign
off. The team are professional and
dedicated and deserve recognition
for their hard work – thank you!!
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Our Supply team are currently
working under duress due to staff
shortages but still carry out a sterling
job with processing of tenders, VOs
and LTPAs. Our Tender Committee
meets almost every week and
processes numerous transactions
which in turn keep our business
progressing. Our stores are also
another vital component of our
business managed within the Supply
Department.
Human Resources are another
Department which provide vital
services to the business. Conferences,
training, hiring of staff, building
management, Visas, and of course,
our HR committee are only a sample
of the work undertaken by them.
We must also remember our
insurance and legal services, GIS,
SCADA and other specialisms which
contribute to our smooth operation.
Both Regulation and Customer
Services have developed considerably
over the last few years and have
developed systems which help keep
our customers happy and manage
our trade effluent arrangements.
It is worth remembering that we
did not have a Customer Services

Department when we first formed
and we should be proud of how they
have developed in recent years.
Our Assets, Operations and Projects
Divisions are always being mentioned
along with the ubiquitous STEP and
on behalf of us all, I would like to
thank our large support team(s) for
the service and guidance they have
provided over the years.
In 2018, with the introduction of VAT
and possible tariffs we will be busier
than ever and we will be dependent
on the support staff to deliver the
required services.
Thank you again for your magnificent
efforts over the last years and I very
much look forward to continuing to
work together over the next year and
beyond.
Hoping you all have a healthy and
prosperous 2018.

Alan Thomson
Managing Director

DMD'S MESSAGE
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Developing our services
constantly

It is my pleasure to welcome you
to the 15th edition of Abu Dhabi
Sewerage Services Company periodic
magazine. We have all worked together
in developing the company’s services
in order to communicate directly with
our customers, and to inform them of
the company’s services and its role in
developing the infrastructure of Abu
Dhabi.
ADSSC focuses on the development of
customer service within its strategic
plan, as well as expanding channels of
communication with the community
in all its categories. We are partners in
working towards the development of
Abu Dhabi’s economy and contributing
to Abu Dhabi’s and 2030 vision, including
Vision 2030, which aims to integrate
the three aspects of sustainable
development; Economic, social and
environmental issues. The vision aims
to preserve and enhance the natural
heritage of Abu Dhabi, with a leading
regional role in resource efficiency.

To our valued customers, we are here
to satisfy you and provide all the
services in a short time period, as well
as our keenness to receive proposals,
complaints and follow-up in order
to develop our services to reach your
satisfaction, which is one of our most
important goals at the company.
We at Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services
Company are keen to develop our
services as well as our interest in
developing projects and seek to engage
and communicate effectively with our
strategic partners.

Omar Al Hashmi
Deputy Managing Director
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ON SPOT

ADSSC Celebrations

ADSSC Celebrates the 46th National Day
National Day
ADSSC celebrated the 46th national
day on 27th-28th of November
2017, in both headquarters in Abu
Dhabi and Al Ain. The celebration
enhances belonging and union of
nation and community.
The event included various national
and cultural activities like folk dance,
poetry session, cultural contests,
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falcon show and the performance
of the military band of national
songs that spread enthusiasm
between attendees. The celebration
is a participation in the happiness
of the UAE nation and the precious
memory of our union. It is also
to celebrate the achievements of
our country in the past 4 decades,
under the wise leadership to achieve

accomplishments and prosperity of
the country.
The celebration was attended by
Mr. Alan Thomson the Managing
Director of ADSSC and Eng. Omar
Al Hashimi the Deputy Managing
Director, and ADSSC managers and
employees of different divisions and
departments.

CONNECT

Martyrs Day

Flag Day

H.E Abdullah Al Ahbabi
Message on Martyr Day

Hoisting Flag

“The faithful martyrs of the
Emirates who sacrificed their
souls for our precious land and
country, and whom defended
their land and territories, The 30th
of November of every year is marked as Martyr day, and
the UAE flag is flown at half-mast to commemorate the
efforts and the sacrifices of our fallen heroes. The love of
our country is routed deep in our hearts and everyone
who resides in our beloved country, it is our obligation
to be fully committed and ready for any sacrifices to be
made in the name of our beloved country. The sacrifices
for our country is out of our commitment to it.
May Allah have his mercy on the martyrs’ souls, and
protect the Emirates to be safe and secured.

Deputy Managing Director, Omar Al Hashimi
Message on Martyr Day
“Dedicating 30th of November in every year to mark our
martyrs’ sacrifices is not only a commemoration but also
a proud feeling by the whole nation for all the Emirates
martyrs, the martyrs of pride and dignity whom are an
example of heroic sacrifices and redemption. Our heroes
who did not hesitate to give their precious lives in order
to protect. The history will mark their sacrifices. We ask
Almighty Allah to rest their souls with his great mercy
and to inspire their parents with patience and solace”.
Al Hashimi also added his gratitude and appreciation
to H.H Sheikh Khalifah bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President
of the UAE for dedicating this day to commemorate
martyrs, as UAE always treasure the efforts and the
sacrifices of every loyal and faithful son.

In third of November of every year, UAE celebrates
Flag Day that marks the anniversary of Sheikh Khalifa
Bin Zayed Al Nahyan becoming the president; this
celebration was firstly held by the initiative by H.H
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice
President and Ruler of Dubai the third of November
2013. The initiative is a national campaign that
reassures our love and loyalty to our country and how
much it means to us.
ADSSC care to engage in Flag Day as part of its
responsibility toward national events. ADSSC Managers
and employees celebrated hoisting the flag in Abu
Dhabi and Al Ain headquarters.
ADSSC participates in these occasions to express our
loyalty and belonging to our precious country and the
feeling of being proud of our leadership.

H.E Abdullah Al Ahbabi Message on Flag Day
In the occasion of Flag Day that marks the anniversary
of Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan becoming the
president of the UAE, H.E Abdullah Al Ahbabi ADSSC
Chairman commented that it is a great occasion where
hearts meet and hands unify. All citizens and residents
of the UAE stand proudly with happiness and gratitude
to raise the flag of the UAE and salute it in a remarkable
moment to express our gratitude toward our beloved
country. It is a happiness of nation, leadership,
government and people, as well as appreciation for
the efforts of the founder of their State, Sheikh Zayed
bin Sultan Al Nahyan – May Allah have mercy on him
– who built and developed the country. Asking Allah
to keep his blessing on us and to protect our wise
leadership, and to continue in building, our country
on the approach of our father Zayed –May Allah have
mercy on him-.
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ADSSC invites employees to
read the food label correctly
In a joint effort to raise health awareness,
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company,
in collaboration with Abu Dhabi Health
Services Company (SEHA), organized
an awareness lecture on how to read
the food ingredients on Tuesday, 14
November 2017 at the company’s main
building in Al Ain.
The initiative aims to raise health
awareness and the proper way to read
the label on the food products and the
ingredients it contains. By reading, we
can know what we are consuming and
how it effects our bodies; they insist
that consumers read the food label
before buying them.
Dr. Noura Al-Alawi presented a presentation on the food
ingredients listed and presented examples of how to
determine the daily ingredients needed by the body and
concluded the lecture with tips on how to choose food
products.

The company is encouraging its employees to adopt
a healthy lifestyle, which in turn creates a comfortable
working environment and thus increases productivity and
satisfaction.

A Gleam of
Happiness
In align with “Year of Giving” initiatives ADSSC organized
a visit to Cambridge Medical & Rehabilitation Center
in cooperation with Emirates Red Crescent, on 12th of
October 2017, in Al Ain. The visit aims to be briefed on the
Center and its special needs services like rehabilitation of
long and short term and services to patients with chronic
health issues.
The visit included various activities, in participation of
ADSSC employees and Cambridge Medical & Rehabilitation
Center medical and supervising staff, as introducing
ADSSC and its role, services, and achievements. The visit
also included an interaction between ADSSC employees
and patients, such as competition, rewards, and applicable
exercises.
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A brief on Cambridge Medical & Rehabilitation Center was
given with examples of its programs, treatment methods
and patients experiences. By the end of the visit ADSSC
employees distributed souvenirs to patients.
ADSSC care to contribute continuously to community by
organizing events with community organizations as part
of its responsibility toward community.

CONNECT

Flag Day Campaign
Takatof team visited ADSSC to participate in
(Flag Day) campaign, as the flag was given to Eng.
Qasem Ghulam the Manager of Operation and
Maintenance Department on 25th of October
2017 at Al Ain. In alliance with the national events
in UAE.
ADSSC participates in national events out of
its gratitude to our wise leadership and our love
toward our country, as well as being one soul with
all Emiratis to serve our country with all what we
got.
H.H Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid said in this
occasion that: “UAE flag is not only a flag, but it is
a mean of our love and readiness to sacrifice our
souls for the dignity and pride of our country”.
ADSSC care to participate continuously in the
national events and to execute directions of our
wise leadership.

ADSSC Signs
MoU with Social
Security Fund
ADSSC signed a memorandum of understanding
with Social Security Fund at Ministry of Interior
in attendance of Lt. General Ahmad Mohammed
Bouharoun the managing director of Fazaa Program,
and Ahmed Saleh Al Neyadi the Manager of the
Business Support Division of ADSSC. The event was on
8th of October 2017 in Abu Dhabi.
The memorandum of understanding aimed to provide
privileges to the employees as free membership in
Fazaa which include discounts for various purchases
and products, it also provide special services at public
utilities in UAE.

ADSSC intend to uplevel the concept of social
solidarity by giving advantages to its employees as per
Fazaa program which covers promotions and discounts
for various sectors like tourism, travel, entertainment,
restaurants, health, beauty, cars, retail sales, fashion
and financial services.
The company is keen to sign such agreements in order
to establish the rules of institutional communication
with all government agencies and achieve the highest
levels of cooperation and partnership in various fields,
which serves everyone.
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ADSSC presented some of its projects and
achievements in developing infrastructure of
Abu Dhabi, beside to other participated
governmental and federal entities. This participation
is within ADSSC agenda and strategic plans to
enhance community awareness and to enhance
communication with audience and institutions,
as well as promoting ADSSC and its role in
preserving environment. ADSSC representatives
in the exhibition presented a brief on wastewater
treatment and applied technologies.

ADSSC Participates in
WETEX 2017
ADSSC participated for the sixth time in Water, Energy,
Technology, and Environment Exhibition “WETEX 2017”
organized by Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (DEWA)
within green week activities. WETEX 2017 was held in
Dubai World Trade Center, between 23rd and 25th of October
2017. The exhibition was attended by H.H Sheikh Hamdan
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Dr. Saif Saleh Al Sayari Director
General of ADWEA, with officials and managers of energy
and sustainability sectors from around the world.

WETEX included various activities related to energy
and water consumption, preserving environment,
waste management, green buildings and recent
developed solutions to reduce carbon emissions.
The exhibition also provides opportunities to
investors and stakeholders to build commercial
relations, enhance business chance, and meeting
top companies and decision makers from
around the world in one place. It also focuses on
presenting advanced technologies in water, energy
and environment sectors. The exhibition gathers
expertise and specialists, solutions providers,
investors, decision makers from government,
stakeholders, and consumers from both government
and private sectors.

ADSSC Participates in ADU Career Fair
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company participated in the annual career fair organized by Abu Dhabi
University in Al Ain, on Tuesday and Wednesday, November 7-8, 2017 in the presence of governmental and
private institutions in the emirate.
HE Ahmed Shabib Al-Dhaheri, opened the exhibition in the presence of students and different companies. In
which many company participated and they offered job vacancies according to the required specialties to
each company.
ADSSC cares to part take in all Career Fairs in order to support qualified university and college graduates to
work in the field of sewerage treatment, and as well in supporting and enhancing Emiratization efforts in
ADSSC.
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ADSSC Organized a Session on
Fire Safety
In corporation with Civil Defense Department,
ADSSC organized an awareness workshop
about fire safety on 3rd of October 2017 at the
company’s headquarter in Al Ain.
The aim from this workshop is to enhance
the employee awareness about fire safety, the
workshop focused on fire types, reasons, and
prevention ways whether at home or workplace

and the correct methods to use different types of
fire extinguishers.
ADSSC Deputy Managing Director Mubarak Obaid
Al Dhaheri said, “The purpose of this workshop is
achieving the higher management commitment
to aware and train the employees based on the
foundation and procedures of risks determination
and evaluation program.”

Workshop on
Updating ADSSC
Strategic Plan
ADSSC Strategic Planning and Communication
Department organized a workshop to present the
updated strategic plan (2018-2020) on 31st of October,
at Anantara Hotel, Abu Dhabi.
The workshop aims to prepare for the next phase and to discuss the new strategic plan, highlighting achievements
factors, performance development and focusing on plans in regard to key performance indicators and corporate
initiatives. In addition to the business cores that meets Abu Dhabi plan to continue the journey of success and
excellence in serving or country.
Updating the strategic plan of ADSSC depends on the business cores, orientations and priorities by General
Secretariat of the Executive Council and within the agenda of the government and policies to assure achieving
the objectives and goals of our strategic partners in providing best governmental services, as well as to create
sustainable environment and high standard infrastructure.
Mr. Alan Thomson the Managing Director of ADSSC referred to the efforts of whole ADSSC team that contributed
in strategic plan success, as it could not be done with individual effort only but it was done by everyone’s effort
and their continuous contribution to achieve ADSSC message and vision.
The workshop was attended by Mr. Alan Thomson the Managing Director of ADSSC, Omar Al Hashimi Deputy
Managing Director and ADSSC managers and employees.
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ADSSC Participates in the 46th
National Day Celebrations
ADSSC participated in the 46th
national day celebrations organized
by Al Ain Governmental Hospital
on 29th of November in Al Ain,
with many other participating
governmental
entities.
The celebration program included
national and folk performances
by employees and participants to
express their happiness and joy of
this great day as an annual event
that comes with further prosperity.
Mr. Humaid Al Mansouri the CEO

of Al Ain Hospital attended the
celebration with management team
and representatives of governmental
entities.

United Arab Emirates, H.H Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan –may
Allah rest his soul in peace- and the
Emirates leaders.

Al Mansouri expressed his great
pleasure of this precious event to
all UAE nation and residents. He
assured that loving this country and
our deep feelings of belonging and
loyalty to our leadership is within
every Emirati. The celebration of
this occasion is an expression of
our feelings of allegiance and unity
that was once by the founder of the

ADSSC participates with other
government entities to celebrate
this occasion to enhances bonds
of relations toward our country
and leadership. Also to be part
of community events to support
community. The celebrations was
concluded by honoring participants
and organizers as well as a memorial
photo of the event.

Blood Donation
Campaign
ADSSC organized a blood donation campaign as a social responsibility initiative
in cooperation with Abu Dhabi Health Services (SEHA), on 11th of October
2017, at ADSSC main building in Al Ain. The campaign was participated by
ADSSC employees and managers.
This humanitarian initiative is part of ADSSC values that aim for enhancing
support and help to community. As well as raising awareness on blood
donation as a contribution toward our community.
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School Reading Day
ADSSC organized an awareness event under (School
Reading Day) at Al Ghaith Primary School at Al Ain City
on 20th of September 2017.
The event included a variety of educational activities
such as reading ADSSC published story (Green Garden),
in addition to a simple presentation by the awareness
team about treating wastewater and using it to irrigate
green landscapes.

ADSSC is a pioneer in participant in these events, which
aims to raise a conscious generation who loves the
environment and knows the importance of preserving
it. ADSSC also aims to enhance communication with
different community institutions to acknowledge the
important roles of serving the society, exchanging
educational and practical experiences to establish
sustainable development in accordance with the
company’s strategic goals and to enhance the relationship
with community and educational institutions.

The Harmful Effects
of Smoking
ADSSC organized an awareness session titled as “Health
Risks of Smoking” in cooperation with the Department
of Health. The session was held on Monday 25th of
September 2017 at the company’s headquarter in
Abu Dhabi.
The session included a presentation on smoking risks
and how it affects individuals in a various forms. Also it
included a discussion about the health risks of smoking
on the individual, family and community, and methods
of recovery.

ADSSC is a pioneer in organizing initiatives s and awareness
programs related to preserving environment and healthy
lifestyle. ADSSC also aims to enhance communication
with different institutions and government departments
to benefit the employee and community in accordance
with the company’s strategic goals.
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Sustainability
Week

ADSSC participated in sustainability
week activities in cooperation with
Abu Dhabi Ports, the activities titled
as “Sustainable work for sustainable
community” was held in Abu Dhabi
Cruise Terminal on 16th and 18th
October, 2017.
The initiative aims to increase
local community awareness and
customers of sustainability culture

and sharing knowledge related to it as
per Abu Dhabi vision 2030 to create
sustainable economy.
ADSSC participated with presenting
some of the sustainable projects
as reducing carbon footprint and
the Strategic Tunnel Enhancement
Programme (STEP) that is designed
with highest sustainability standards
to provide a developed sewerage

system with high efficiency and
environment friendly to reduce
carbon emissions. It is also a solution
for current issues in sewerage network
in Abu Dhabi Island, as it will improve
sewerage services to be with highest
safety, health and environment
standards and it will improve Abu
Dhabi aesthetics of residential areas
and meet the increasing demand on
sewerage network for long term.

Working Mothers
ADSSC is keen to raise employee awareness on health and
safety at work. Therefore, an awareness session was held
about «Working Mother» on 19th and 20th of September
2017 at ADSSC headquarters in Abu Dhabi and Al Ain.
The session focused on the fact that the women are the
basis of society because they raise the future employee,
in addition to the potential risks in the workplace and the
procedures used to avoid these problems.
This session is part of a partnership with the Abu Dhabi
Occupational Safety and Health Center (OSHAD). It aims to
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educate women employees about risks caused by stress
at work, how to prevent them and how to deal with the
resulting complications.

CONNECT

Workshop on
“Diabetes”
ADSSC held a workshop on “Diabetes” In align with
the World Diabetes Day, in cooperation with Imperial
College London Diabetes Center on 15th of November
2016, at ADSSC headquarter in Abu Dhabi.
The workshop included HBA1C test for diabetes
between participating employees and results of tests
as well as identifying diabetes risks. In addition to
highlighting the importance of consultation with
diabetes specialized when needed.
ADSSC aims through the periodic checkups to spread
awareness on health and developing a culture of
prevention.

You Can Do IT
ADSSC cares to enhance employee awareness of information
related to their health and safety, therefore an initiative was
organized under the slogan “You Can Do IT” in cooperation
with Abu Dhabi Health Services Company (SEHA), on 27th
and 28th of September 2017, at ADSSC headquarter in Abu
Dhabi and main building in Al Ain.
You Can Do IT initiative was launched by SEHA as a health
competition that targets community. The initiative aims to
encourage the employee to adopt healthy lifestyle which
reflects on their performance positively and raises health
awareness. The competition is first of its kind to be held on
governmental level.
This initiative objective is to create a healthy work
environment and encourages positive performance that
leads to excellence. As well as applying the idea of prevention
is better than cure.
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Artificial Caves to Encourage
Fish breeding
The Ministry of Climate Change
and Environment signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) which is part of the
Ministry’s strategy to strengthen
partnership with the private
sector and promote the values
of community responsibility
in the private sector (within
Zayed Al Khair initiatives). It will
include 200 artificial caverns
during the next year as part of
Zayed’s initiatives to support
the sustainability of the marine
environment, promote research
and practical studies on marine
biodiversity, and build incubators
for young fish in the coastal
marine environment.
This contribution is an example
of community responsibility by
the government to promote its
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principles in the private sector.
Private and public sectors solid
partnership and making the
necessary actions is important
to apply green technologies and
to guarantee sustainable and
prosper future.
Noting that UAE cares to enhance
sustainable
development
through
applying
latest
environment friendly solutions
and technologies that helps in
raising efficiency and preserves
environment. In addition to
the contribution in supporting
government
orientation
in
spreading sustainability culture
and green economy. Including
fisheries in territorial water
by creating artificial caves of
environment friendly substances
at fish gathering spots as studied

and planned. This initiative is
important and it serves local
fishing sector for the long
term and contribute toward
sustainability.
The ministry started the program
in the previous year and it
included creating marine reserves
in Ras Dhadna with 500-cement
cave, five fishing sites consisting
cement artificial caves in the area
extending from the Birds Island
in Al Fujairah to Ras Dhadna.
Also establishing five fishing
sites with same cement artificial
caves, 150 will be in Ajman. The
ministry installed 1000 artificial
caves out of 1300 artificial cave
in the various fishing sites in
UAE, the installation is still being
continued as per plan.

PEOPLE AMONG US

CONNECT

Personal Profile
Name:
Mohammed Yousif Mohammed Al Saqeel

Current Occupation:
Purchasing Section Head/ Supply
Department

Marital status:
Married

Place of Work:
Abu Dhabi

Specialization:
Master of international business
(Wollongong University)

Joining Date

How do you describe your job in
ADSSC?
My job nature is:
• Supervising and managing all
purchasing activities including
pre-qualification stage, preparing
a list of eligible bidders, preparing
all requirements for financial and
technical analysis of offers, referral,
issuing purchase orders or closing
them.
• Review, develop and modify
policies and procedures relating to
purchasing, contracts and purchase
orders.
• Member of the Tender preparation
Committee.
• Contributing making decisions for
purchasing.
• Supervision and follow-up all
tender stages.
• Facilitate and expedite the transfer
of purchase orders.
• To preside over the meetings
related to technical, financial and
contractual negotiations between
the bidders in order to reach the
best prices.
• Provide a periodic report on the
activities of the Section.
• Determine the departments’ needs
in terms of learning, training and
development.
• Evaluate the performance of the
department’s staff.
• Keep in touch with departments
concerned with purchase orders.
• Communicate consultants,
contractors and developers as a
requirement of the department.
• Meet the internal and external
audit requirements and
requirements of the department.

May 2006

What are the features of your job?
• My position requires attention,
focus, continuous follow-up and
accuracy, especially in financial
terms.
• Dealing with different segments of
contractors and developers gives
me diversity of experience.
• Dealing with complicated issues
and ongoing developments, which
creates a kind of challenge.
What are the difficulties or the
challenges that you face in your
work and how you overcome it?
• Some of the requesting parties lack
the experience in determining their
needs.
• The inefficiency of technical
reports received from the
requesting parties.
• Limited financial mandate available
• Some suppliers do not comply with
the delivery times mentioned in
their bids.
What are the goals that you aim
to achieve?
• Modifying the rules, laws and
legislations of supply management
• Shortening the timing of provision
of required materials.
• Connect the warehouses with the
supply department through the
Maximo system
• Increase the field visits of suppliers
and the company’s locations
What are your interests and
hobbies?
• Humanitarian contributions.
• Sports.
• Arts.
• Concern for animal rights and
endangered animals.

As one of the Emiratis working in
this field, what is the message you
send to your colleges about this
work?
I am in this field for more than 18
years that gave me experience in
purchasing. My first job was in the
Water and Electricity Authority in
1999 as a Purchasing Officer. I was
upgraded to a Senior Purchasing
Officer and then to my current
position as Head of Purchasing at
ADSSC.
In this regard, I would like to advise
all my colleagues to perform the
tasks assigned to them in a way
that will represent themselves and
respect the company’s policies.
What is the message that you
would like to conclude this
interview?
In conclusion, I would like to thank
everyone who has supported me
to achieve my goals, and would
like to thank all the managers and
colleagues who I have learned a lot
from, and I am still learning along
the way.
I have had the opportunity and
privilege to be one of the founders
of the purchasing department in the
Supply Department, to be a witness
to what the Abu Dhabi Sewerage
Services Company has reached, and
I hope to continue to serve this
company, to return to it part of its
favor. ADSSC is successful and great
example to follow, and may Allah
help us to support the company and
its staff to achieve the company’s
goal in serving our beloved country
and its citizens and residents. We
look forward to one of the leading
companies in the community, which
works effectively to preserve the
environment and serve the citizens.
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SAFETY

AWARENESS

Road trips free of
accidents

Healthy Diet
A healthy diet is just a way to distribute our daily
intake of food evenly on a daily basis, and it should
be balanced and healthy. In addition, it commensurate
with the body needs of energy to help perform our
daily activities, essential elements and vitamins needed
by our body, as well as a regular daily exercise to help
maintain with our overall healthy lifestyle.
Always remember that a healthy diet requires selfcontrol and to enjoy what you are doing in order to
achieve a healthy lifestyle. The goal is not a short-term
or a long-term goal but it is the desire to achieve a
healthy lifestyle and reduce the risk of some serious
diseases such as cancer.
The most important tips for a balanced and healthy
diet:

Tips to follow when preparing the meal:
• Change your eating habits gradually. This means

•
•
•
•
•
•
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avoiding the rapid change of any healthy diet we
follow. One of the most important examples is
adding salad once a day or replacing butter with oil.
Reduce the substances gradually, like refined sugar,
saturated fat and many more, and replace them
with fresh fruits and vegetables.
Avoid eating in front of a television or a computer
to avoid reckless eating, which means excessive
eating without any attention.
Chew the food slowly to reduce the amount of food
you will eat.
Stop eating before you feel full.
Avoid eating at night at least before bedtime.
Take supplements such as vitamin A, Omega 3 for
their importance.

With the change in the atmosphere and moderation
of the weather, which encouraged families to go
out to an open spaces to enjoy and entertain
themselves. Some people go to the extreme and
do not take the necessary precautions, which
resulted in the occurrence of many accidents some
painful, and others end up in a tragic as a result due
to the lack of caution. For example while cooking
or lack of safety conditions in the camps, turning
a happy family outing from joyous memories to a
tragedy that could have been easily avoided by taking
a little caution and safety requirements.
Therefore, we hope that before embarking on these
trips, all families should be provided with a safety
precautions and a first aid kit that will help prevent
someone from falling into an accident, which could
lead to the death of a family member.

Safety guidelines:
• Choose a location that it is high and away from
•

•
•
•
•
•

the slopes, far from insects and toxic reptiles.
Electrical connections shall be inside special tubes
raised from the floor of the tent, and the wires
shall not be bare so that no electrical contact
occurs.
Ensure that electric or fuel lamps are not touched
near the roof of the tent or in contact with its
cloth or columns or any flammable materials.
The lamps inside the tent should be at a suitable
height so it does not hit the head of the tent
occupants.
Cooking areas should be allocated and separated
from the living area
Make sure to extinguish the fire before sleeping so
as not to suffocate with carbon monoxide.
It is preferable to use dry molded kerosene than
the gasoline to ignite the firewood or coal.

MISCELLANEOUS

Developing
Communication Skills

CONNECT

Emirati Tourist
Guide Training
and Licensing
Programme 2017

The skill of communication is one of the most important
skills that a person has to master. The skill facilitates
his communication with society in general in his/her
personal or practical life and communication plays a large
role when it comes to your effectiveness, influence and
success in society.
Dealing with people is like an important skill because
of their different personalities, is not always easy to be
respected and appreciated by others, but it is very easy
to lose it all at once due to lack of communication and
understanding, there is a famous quotes and it says,
- demolition is easier than construction.
If you treat and deal with others well, it will be a great
benefit to you in the first place because that will allow
people to more likely accept you and listen to what you
have to say, which would eventually lead them t stay in
contact with you.
It is part of human nature to form relationships and build
friendships around them and to be social; it is not usual
that one would become an introvert and isolate himself
from society and others.
(Communication is like a ray of light, no matter how dark
the night, it always shines the way).
In fact, dealing with people is an art and a skill that some
people lack; it is a skill people should learn because it will
help them deal with different circumstance and challenges
that come along. People have different characteristics
depending on the nature they were raised in, in the
wisdom of Allah told by the Prophet -peace be upon
him- the fact that people are different according to the
tendencies is normal, so you see people become friends
among themselves based on what they share common
denominators and similar beliefs and upbringing.
In which, a person may face many difficult situations
with different kind of people and they need to equip
themselves with behavioral skills. Also, try to avoid
disagreement in dealing with others.

The Department of Culture and Tourism Abu Dhabi has launched the Emirati Tourist
Guide Training & Licensing Programme, an
immersive and in-depth training course that
invites UAE Nationals to become licensed
tour guides and offers them the practical and
theoretical tools to operate to an international
standard. The Programme calls on the Emirati
community to use their passion for, and
knowledge of, the history and heritage of
the UAE to provide visitors with unique and
authentic experiences.
The Programme provides to improve theoretical
and applicable training as well as the necessary
tools to work within international standards.
The launch of this Programme was to carry
out the main tasks of culture and tourism
department, which aims to upgrade Abu Dhabi
tourism and investment sector concerning its
cultural components and its rich heritage.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Louvre Museum in
Abu Dhabi
The Louvre Abu Dhabi Museum,
which is located in Saadiyat Island’s
Cultural District, was inaugurated
on 11 November 2017. It was the
result of an international agreement
between the governments of
Abu Dhabi and France in 2007. It
embodies the spirit of openness
and dialogue among cultures
through a collection of historical,
cultural and social significance
from various historical periods of
diverse civilizations. It includes 55
separate buildings, 23 showrooms,
a temporary exhibition hall, a
children’s museum and a 200-seat
theater.
The collection of the Louvre
Abu Dhabi dates back thousands of
years, reflecting different cultures

Abu Dhabi
Calendar for
Upcoming
Events 2018
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that embodies and represents the
creative human experience. Visitors
can see these works of art, sculptures
and displays, from ancient periods
of history to contemporary periods,
exploring common influences and
interesting links between different
cultures throughout history.
The permanent collection is
associated with a collection of
works borrowed from 13 French
institutions, including Leonardo da
Vinci’s Portrait of an Unidentified
Woman, which goes back to
Milan Italy (1495-1499) of the
Louvre in Paris. Beside that “Daniel
and
Nebuchadnezzar Textile”,
which goes back to 1520 South
Netherlands, decorated and made
of silk-and-wool borrowed from the

Clooney Museum, and many more.
Some techniques, such as digital
multimedia guides and animated
maps, will help museum visitors
create their own understanding of
the works displayed and learn about
the museum’s global context.
Arabic, English and French will be
used as main languages throughout
the museum. The exhibition halls
will have explanatory panels that
provide visitors with historical
information, and context of the
exhibits. The descriptive cards that
are placed next to each displays
will explain the artistic piece and
information about its artistic and
historical significance.

Sultan Bin Zayed Heritage Festival 2018

Jan 21 to Feb 03, 2018

Abu Dhabi Grand Slam World Jiu Jitsu Tour

Jan 12 to Jan 13, 2018

Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week		

Jan 13 to Jan 20, 2018

Zayed Future Energy Prize Awards Ceremony

Jan 15, 2018

ADSSC IN MEDIA شركتنا في االعالم

CONNECT
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